
Modeling Analysis
• A Cox proportional hazards (Cox PH) model1 was used to 

quantify the effect of baseline covariates on the time to T1D 
diagnosis,                                                                                                                   

where ℎ" 𝑡 is the hazard function for the ith individual, ℎ$
is the baseline hazard function, 𝛽& …𝛽(are the Beta 
coefficient values of the p number of covariates denote by 
𝑥&" … 𝑥("

• Correlation between covariates and proportional hazard
assumption were examined.

• Covariate selection was performed using backward selection
method with Wald test. P-value ≥ 0.05 was used as the
removal criterion.

• The curated patient-level data for the analysis is shown in
[Table 2].

• Preliminary data visualization [Figure 2] and correlation
analysis was done to explore potential covariates for the
model [Figure 3]
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Envisioned Outcome

Figure 1: Staging hypothesis for T1D

* FDR is defined as a child, parent, or sibling.
** Extended family member is defined as a cousin, niece, nephew, aunt, uncle, grandparent, or half-sibling.
*** High risk HLA is defined as having an HLA genotype that is associated with higher incidences of HLA. In the TEDDY study these were 
HLA-DR3/3, DR4/4, DR3/4, DR3/X [X≠3], DR4/X [X≠4]

Table 1: Summary of TrialNet (TN01) and TEDDY studies
Reprinted from Greenbaum et al., Diabetes (2018): 1216–25. 

Variables Description Beta HR 
(95% CI for HR)

Wald 
Statistic P-value 

IDs Trial ID – TN01 or TEDDY 0.062 1.1 (0.86-1.3) 0.33 0.56
SEX Subject's Sex (male or female) -0.19 0.82 (0.72-0.94) 7.7 0.0055

bAGE_s Subject's baseline age 
(standardized) -0.11 0.9 (0.83-0.96) 9 0.0026

GAD65_IA2A
Presence of anti-glutamic acid 
decarboxylase 65 and anti-
insulinoma antigen-2 AA

0.05 1.1 (0.91-1.2) 0.47 0.49

GAD65_IAA Presence GAD65 and anti-insulin AA  -0.8 0.45 (0.38-0.53) 81 1.80E-19
IA2A_IAA Presence of IA2A and IAA 0.48 1.6 (1.3-2) 17 4.80E-05
All_three_AAs Presence of GAD65, IA2A and IAA 0.5 1.7 (1.4-1.9) 48 4.00E-12

GLU0_s Oral glucose tolerance test at 0 min 
(standardized) 0.38 1.5 (1.4-1.5) 250 1.20E-56

GLU120_s Oral glucose tolerance test at 120 
min (standardized) 1 2.8 (2.6-2.9) 1300 2.10E-276

GLUratio_s Ratio of oral glucose tolerance test 
at 0 and 120 min (standardized) 0.66 1.9 (1.9-2) 1000 1.40E-222

HbA1c_s Hemoglobin A1c (standardized) 0.64 1.9 (1.8-2) 600 6.10E-132
FDR First degree relative 0.094 1.1 (0.92-1.3) 1 0.31
height Subject's height -0.006 0.99 (0.99-1) 5.5 0.019
weight Subject's weight -0.0035 1 (0.99-1) 1.4 0.23

Table 3: Univariate analysis using Cox PH model 

* HLA categories not shown . P-values for all HLA categories were statistically insignificant 

TrialNet (TN01) TEDDY
Type of study: Observational Observational

Years running: 2004-Open ended
(Data lock December 2018)

2004-2024
(Data lock June 2016)

Enrollment design: Ongoing screening and active enrollment Screening complete and fixed prospective 
cohort

Enrollment criteria:
Ages 1-45 must have FDR with T1D*, ages 1-20 

must have extended family member or FDR** with 
T1D

Newborns (< 4 months old) with high risk 
HLA*** or FDR

Number of subjects: 211,126 initial screening 
4,524 being followed

424,788 initial screening 
8,677 in initial prospective cohort 

Primary Study 
Outcome: T1D diagnosis Appearance of one or more islet cell 

autoantibodies
Secondary Study 
Outcome: Metabolic and autoantibody measurements T1D diagnosis

Average age at entry: 19.1 years
(<3 months to >49 years) 3 months

• Currently, there are no therapies to prevent or delay the
onset of Type-1 Diabetes (T1D) [Figure 1]

• It is widely accepted that three distinct Islet auto-antibodies
(AAs) namely GAD65, IAA, and IA2A, are biomarkers
associated with T1D risk, where cumulative positivity
increases risk.

• Objective: Utilize patient-level data from two T1D
observational studies, TrialNet (TN01) and TEDDY [Table 1]
to develop a survival model for predicting T1D diagnosis
based on AA numbers and other patient features for the
purposes of optimizing clinical trial design in T1D prevention
studies.

• On 4 Sep 2019, the T1D consortium, founded by the Critical
Path Institute, met with European Medicines Agency
Scientific Advice Working Party (EMA SAWP) to review the
proposed modeling analysis plan for qualification of islet
AAs as a enrichment biomarkers for T1D Prevention Studies.

• The T1D consortium is in the process of executing the
modeling analysis plan.

Data Curation
• Patient-level data from the TrialNet (TN01) and TEDDY

studies were acquired, curated, and aggregated to conduct
modeling analyses.

• Model diagnostics were performed to validate the
proportional hazard assumption, influential observations,
and non-linearly of continuous covariates.

Figure 2: Cumulative Incidence curves for the time-varying 
probability to T1D diagnosis stratified (a) number of baseline 
AAs (b) combination of AAs (c) Hemoglobin A1c  (HbA1c) (d) 
oral glucose tolerance test  (OGTT)

• A univariate analysis was performed to compute beta
coefficients, hazard ratios (HR), Wald statistics and p-values
to inform covariate selection. [Table 3]

ℎ" 𝑡 = ℎ$ 𝑒(-./.0 1-2/201 …1-3/30)

• The multivariate Cox PH model analysis estimated the beta
coefficients [Table 4] for the selected covariates with a
concordance index of 0.81 (se = 0.08).

• The forest plot for HRs showed GLUratio_s and HbA1c_s
value to significantly impact the probability of T1D diagnosis
[Figure 4]

• The multivariate Cox PH model met all model diagnostics
[Figure 5]

Figure 5: Diagnostic plots to test proportional hazard 
assumption using Schoenfeld test2 for (a)GAD65_IA2A_IAA (b) 
IA2A_IAA (c) GLUratio_s (d) HbA1c_s

• The preliminary results highlighted here illustrate the
collaborative, multi-disciplinary, effort to bridge quantitative
solutions for drug development in T1D prevention.

• Future modeling analysis efforts are planned in conjunction
with EMA SAWP feedback to include a parametric survival
analysis, a frailty analysis, and a dropout analysis to support
the development of a robust tool that will help optimize
clinical trial design.

• The fully executed modeling analysis will be submitted for
qualification opinion to EMA.

• The envisioned qualified model will allow sponsors to
optimize the implementation of IAAs as enrichment
biomarkers for T1D prevention clinical trials.

• The endorsed model will be made publicly available to
sponsors and regulators, to help expedite drug development
to prevent T1D.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Covariate Beta (se) Wald Statistic P-value
GAD65, IAA and IA2A 0.54 (0.075) 7.158 8.19E-13
IA2A and IAA 0.39 (0.124) 3.18 0.00147
GLU ratio standardized 0.55 (0.022) 24.90 <2E-16
HbA1c Standardized 0.58 (0.028) 20.28 <2E-16

Table 4: Multivariate analysis using Cox PH model 

Figure 3: Correlation of potential predictors

TN01 TEDDY
Subjects 2094 274

Diagnosis 727 100

Table 2: Correlation of potential predictors

Figure 4: Forest plot depicting HRs for Multivariate Cox PH model 

• The covariate selection process shortlisted (1) presence of
GAD65, IAA & IA2A (2) presence of IA2A & IAA (3)
GLUratio_s (4) HbA1c_s as covariates for multivariate Cox
PH analysis.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

* Derived baseline = the first record for each individual with any 2 or more islet AAs and complete information for OGTT and HbA1c


